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Turning Point USA Will Host the 2022
Western Regional Conference and
Young Latino Leadership Summit
in Newport Beach, CA
Join thousands of TPUSA student activists who are planning to attend both
events back-to-back, held during the same weekend, October 14-16
PHOENIX, Aug. 24, 2022—Turning Point USA is creating one action-packed weekend by
gathering the biggest network of conservative student activists for two major events —
the 2022 Western Regional Conference (WRC) and the Young Latino Leadership Summit
(YLLS).
The WRC and YLLS events will take place this year in Newport Beach, CA, October 14-16
—while separate events—students are encouraged to take full advantage of the

education and activism training received from America’s top conservative leaders and
cultural influencers by registering for both as soon as possible.
The WRC, held October 14-15, is a fully immersive two-day experience where students
will hear from motivational conservative speakers, culture stars, student activists, and
political leaders — all empowering and motivating attendees to stand strong in the fight
to win the American Culture War on campus and online.
The YLLS, held October 16, is a one-day rally celebrating the traditional conservative
values found in the Latino community, open to everyone who loves the American
conservative way of life. This event is the clearest sign that conservative values are
celebrated by Americans from every background, regardless of race or nationality.
“We are witnessing a true Turning Point, a tectonic shift in the values expressed by both
young people more broadly, and within the Hispanic community more specifically. Polling
shows that both of these groups are turning to conservative principles and values in
large, unprecedented numbers. Many people have told me over the years that the
conservative message simply couldn’t win with these groups — and then Turning Point
USA proves everyone wrong with massive success,” says Charlie Kirk, Turning Point USA
founder and CEO. “We will celebrate our successes, but there is still more work to be
done and these students are the frontlines of what will be achieved next.”
Registration for the Western Regional Conference can be found HERE.
Registration for the Young Latino Leadership Summit can be found HERE.
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